The use of library materials, the borrowing of books for example, is analogous to a queuing process, where an arrival is "serviced" when he finds a book on the shelf and borrows it; when service is busy the arrival is lost to the system. Circulation, rate of output of the service channel, can be measured for each book; the circulation distributions for a number of classes of related books (homogeneous collections) have been determined. Circulation rate can be changed by changing circulation rules, whereas the total rate of arrival for a book, whether "serviced" or not, is less affected by changes in rules. However this total arrival rate (called demand rate) for a book, cannot be measured directly. This paper shows how its expected value may he calculated, using Bayes' theorem. From this, the paper develops a self-consistent model of book circulation, with inter-related probability distributions, from which one can predict the effect, on circulation, of a change in loan rules or of the purchase of duplicate copies of the more popular books, and also can measure the decline in demand for a book with time. Results check available data on six collections, in two libraries.
But what of the cases when the book the arriving person would have borrowed happens to be out of the library, borrowed by someone else? Such arrivals also should be counted for the book, even though^ eYdid not result in a circulation. These "frustrated" arrivals cannot be measured directly, but they can be measured probabilistically, if we make the reasonable assumption that the arrival rate for the particular book is statistically constant, whether or not the book is in the library, ready to be borrowed. That rate would equal the rate the book would be borrowed if duplicate copies were available, so that a copy would always be present in the library, no matter how often it was borrowed. That limiting arrival rate is analogous to the expected arrival rate in queuing theory; we shall call the expected yearly demand rate for the book in question.
As mentioned earlier, cannot be measured directly.
However its expected value can be determined in terms of the expected yearly circulation rate r of the book and the mean length of time 1/ the book is out of the library per circulation (or its reciprocal , the expected return rate for the book, the analogue of the service rate in a queuing problem) both of which can be measured . The expected fraction of the year the book is off the library shelf is equal to the number r of circulations, on the average ,during the year, times the mean length of time (in fractions of a year) the book is off the shelf per circulation, 1/4. The difference between the arrival rate and the number of arrivals that found the book out, (r/4), must be equal to the number of arrivals that found the book on the shelf and borrowed it (which is, of course, the expected circulation rate r). r = -(r/) or r(X) =
which is a well known queuing result 3. The demand rate for a book is rarely greater than ten per year; in general an arrival is as likely to come one week as the next (if summer rates differ from winter rates, this can be allowed for). Thus in general the arrivals are Poisson distributed, the probability that a book has k arrivals for it (in the sense of the previous iscussion) in a particular year is TTk()
Therefore, in general, book circulation is oisson distributed.
The probability that a book, having demand rate and return -4 -rate , circulates precisely m times in a particular year is p(mif ) = TT(r) gx + exp(e ) (3) which is the conditional probability that a book, having the demand rate (and return rate A) has circulation m in a given year. Curves for the conditional probability p(mif ) are shown in Fig.2 . The curves, as functions of X, are sharply peaked for values of m less than ; the maximum coming at r= m, i.e., at = m/( -m) (for example, the curve for = 8 and m = 8 has its maximum at = oo). However the more important statement is that, among books with demand rate X (and return rate ) the more prevalent circulation rate m is the integer between r and r+ , where r = Xp/(X+ ). This falls more and more below as X and/or 1/ is increased. We also see that there is a finite chance that a book, during some year, has circulation m greater than its mean demand rate X. This is characteristic of Poisson distributions; actual performance can exceed, as well as fall below expectations.
In most queuing situations the mean arrival rate can be directly measured; this is not the case here. What can be
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The mean value of demand for the whole collection is thus D;
the variance of for the collection is D We expect to show that this assumption results in a set of probability istributions for circulation,and relating circulation to demand, which check satisfactorily with available data and which she4
light on the mechanism of circulation.
Relation between Demand and Circulation.
Having the forms of the unconditional probability f(X) and the conditional probability p(mif ) of Eqs.(4) and (5),
we can write down the expression for the combined probability that a book of the collection has circulation rate m and also has demand rate ;
From this, by integration and by Bayes' theorem, we can obtain the other two distributions of interest; the unconditional probability that a book of the collection has circulation rate m, p(m) = f(X and m) d (6) and the conditional probability density f(X if m) that a book of the collection has demand rate if it circulates m times -9- . , ,, ,, 4,
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The integral of Eq.(7) must be calculated numerically. Table I lists As mentioned earlier, demand rate, even the average demand rate for the whole collection, is not directly measurable. What are measurable are the mean return rate 2 and the mean circulation rate 1
for the collection. The integral in the brackets is the exponential integral E 1 (/D), which is tabulated 5 . Thus we can obtain a value of (R/u) as a function of (D/) or, by inversion, the mean demand rate for the collection as function of the collection's mean circulation rate R and its mean return
r~\ . ,-\. 0.02.
The functional relationship between (R/4) and (D/4)
is given in Table II , from which, by interpolation, the quantities given in Table I -15 - The theoretical curves re 
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where r= X/(X+g) has been defined in Eq. Note that ~ Note that
The quantities d(m) are tabulated in Table III and are plotted against mean circulation rate R in Fig.8 . We note that, for collections with mean circulation rate R as low as unity, the mean demand rate d(l) for books that circulate only once a year is a little greater than unity, but d(m) for m 1 is less than m. Evidently, when R 1, the books that circulate more than once per year correspond to exceptions, the occasional fluctuations above the average of arrivals for a book. For
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= 1--- This is understandable; books circulating more often than their mean demand rate constitute fluctuations out on the "tail" of the distribution p(mif ).
By similar methods we can obtain a measure of the ain in user satisfaction by the addition of duplicate copies of books in high demand. As indicated in Eq.(l), the circulation of a book with demand X is, on the average, r = /(X+4).
Simple queuing theory 6 shows that if the book is duplicated, the combined circulation of both is when both books are out of the library and an arrival will be "disappointed", particularly when mean demand is great.
The curves for G(>m) show that, for D greater than 2, about half the "unsatisfied" arrivals are "satisfied" by duplicating all the books that circulate 4 or more times per year (when D is less than 2 the fraction of arrivals not finding the book is so small that duplication is not worth while).
However the curves for P(>a4) show that duplicating all books circulating 4 or more times yearly would mean duplicating a fifth or more of the collection, which may require more funds than are eemed appropriate. Duplicating all books circulating 5 or more times would involve tuplicating one book in ten, which may be a more reasonable allocation of book funds; but, of course this would "satisfy" only about a third of the expected "unsatisfied" arrivals. If the whole collection were duplicated, the mean additional circulation would of course be less than the mean circulation R for a collection of single copies, for there will always be times when both copies are on the shelf when a prospective borrower arrives and thus the duplicate copy is not used. The ratio G(>m)/P(>m), the expected gain in circulation divided by the number of duplicates (loosely speaking, the expected mean per-book circulation of the duplicates) can provide a criterion, for if this ratio is equal to or greater than the mean circulation R of the unduplicated collection, then, on the average, each duplicate copy will be "working as hard" as the average book in the unduplicated collection. We see that G(t>5)/P(;-5) is roughly equal to R for 2< D 4.
Therefore, for a collection with return rate = 12, a uplicate copy of each book circulating 5 or more times would be used as often as an average copy in the unduplicateA collection, and thus would be as "useful" as an average new purchase. When p. is less than 12, the value of m for breakeven is less than 5; when > 12, the value is greater than 5.
Change with Time.
A defect in the previous incomplete analysis 6 is that time was introduced as a discrete variable. Since circulation m was considered basic, rather than demand rate , a change in .
CL·.Ie Once R and are determined for a given collection, only one parameter. , is left to be determined by the change in circulation with time. This is in contrast to the earlier, less complete analysis, where two parameters, a and 3, were available to fit the data. Consequently it is of interest to see how well the scanty observational data can be fit by the
.,--period q(m,w) of books circulating ... 
